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Abstract 

Although SF is used in Leadership, so far, the outlines of Solution Focused Leadership 

(SFL) are vague. There has only little literature been published about SFL and there is not yet 

an empirically derived model. To make SFL more accessible and discussable, the following 

research study aimed to find out what works in SFL and to describe the working practice in a 

descriptive model. The research was done in two steps: In step one, 52 international SF 

practitioners were asked in focus groups and expert interviews how SFL is noticeable and 

what SF Leaders do. Out of this, an initial descriptive model of SFL was developed. The 

second step aimed to validate and refine these ideas. With an online survey, 57 SF Leaders 

worldwide reported their success stories and their perception of the defined model aspects. 

The refined model displays SF Leadership practice as an ongoing interactional behaviour in 

between Leaders, employees, and stakeholders with the focus on „Platform Building“, 

„Future Perfect“, „Discovering What Works“, „Affirming“, „Small Steps (Signs)“, and 

„Experiments“ with the aim to achieve better results, influence behaviour of others, and/or 

feel better. SF Leadership behaviour is mutually amplified by supportive behaviour of 

superiors, employees and stakeholders as well as reaching the desired outcomes. SFL does 

not only work very well in various situations and can be applied in almost any setting, but 

also fits a dynamic and challenging environment. SF Leadership can, thus, be seen as a new 

Leadership style and a promise for the future! 

 

 

. 
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Introduction 

Although in the last 10 years more and more Solution Focused (SF) practitioners have 

been working with or within organisations, the outlines of Solution Focused Leadership are 

vague and SF is still widely seen as a therapy, coaching, training, or facilitating approach, but 

not yet as a style of Leadership. In my own Leadership experience, however, I was fascinated 

to see how helpful the use of SF in Leadership positions can be, either as a one-time 

intervention or a comprehensive style of Leadership.  

There is only little published literature about SF Leadership, either applying SF 

coaching principles to Leadership (e.g. Mussmann & Zbinden 2005; Cauffman & Dierolf, 

2006; Radatz, 2007; Bannink, 2010; Mussmann, 2011) or narrowing it down to a specific 

profession (e.g. Froeschle & Nix, 2009) or a topic (e.g. Duclos, 2006). Hoffmann, Lueger, 

and Luisser (2006) showed that SF training can have a significant effect on leadership 

behaviors and outcomes. This is very promising.  

However, there has not yet been a publication that tries to describe and model SF 

Leadership empirically derived from the current working practice of SF Leaders. In the 

tradition of Steve de Shazer, Insoo Kim Berg, and their team who built up their Solution 

Focused Brief Therapy approach by observing what works with their clients (de Shazer, 

1982, de Shazer 1994, de Jong & Berg, 2012), I want to start this in the field of Leadership 

and describe and model SF Leadership empirically. The aim of my worldwide research study 

on SFL of the past two years has, therefore, been to find out what SF elements work in 

Leadership practice and derive a descriptive model to make SF more accessible to Leaders 

and organisations worldwide. 

The first part of the research study consisted of focus groups and expert interviews to 

find out what SF Leaders do and how SF Leadership can be noticed. Out of these first ideas, I 

derived an initial theoretical model of SFL and 20 behavioural elements that characterize SF 
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Leaders. To validate these ideas, an online survey was conducted that aimed to find out what 

SF Leaders really do in practice, what works especially well for them, what supports them to 

lead in a SF way and how a descriptive model of SF Leadership could look like.  

There is an ongoing debate about the terms Leadership and Management (Gill, 2006). 

Even though I will not discuss this issue, it’s important to mention that I chose the term 

Leadership due to the better fit with the non-linear SF approach and because it seems further 

away from the linear understanding of Management with its planning and action plan cycles 

(Kotter, 2008). Leadership is used in this article to describe what people in superior positions 

(Leaders) do. SF Leaders apply SF deliberately in their Leadership. To do this, I assumed that 

it is useful that they are trained or experienced in SF.  

 

Method 

The study was done in two parts. The first part focused on the following two main 

questions: What do SF Leaders do? And, how is SF Leadership noticeable? These questions 

were explored with 52 SF practitioners in five focus groups as well as in six expert 

interviews. The focus groups and expert interviews were semi-structured and took place at 

different Solution Focused events in the form of workshops or open space meetings about 

SFL:  

• in Switzerland with participants of my SF intervision group  

• in Greece with participants of the SOLworld summer retreat 

• in Japan with participants of J-SOL5 

• in the UK with participants of SOL2012  

The participants were all SF practitioners that registered for the workshops and joined 

the open space events. All data was accepted, collected in field notes. The findings of this 

first part were an initial model of SFL and 20 behavioural items of SF Leaders. 
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In the second part of the study, together with Dr. Lukas Scheiber of Kocher & Scheiber 

GmbH Switzerland, a market research institute specialised in qualitative social research 

methods, we carried out the „Solution Focused Leadership Survey 2013“ with people that 

apply SF in their Leadership practice. The survey aimed to validate the initial descriptive 

model of SFL and answer the following four questions: What are desired outcomes of SF 

Leadership? What do SF Leaders do to reach them? What does really support them to lead in 

a SF way? And what aspects of the SF Leadership model and the 20 behavioural items can 

function as a description of SF Leadership? The survey was conducted online with the new 

software HiCIRRUS that combines quantitative and qualitative research (Kocher & Scheiber 

GmbH, 2013) and consisted of the following 11 questions, deduced from the four questions 

above, the derived model and the 20 behavioural items of the first part of the study: 
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Table 1. The 11 questions of the Solution Focused Leadership Survey 2013 

 

65 SF Leaders – all trained or experienced in SF – initially registered to fill in the 

survey. The participants were recruited through different Solution Focused networks. At the 

end 57 participants from 15 different countries on 5 continents started and 42 completed the 

survey: 

 

Table 2. Participants of the Solution Focused Leadership Survey 2013 

 

The organisations ranged from small local to big multinational companies in the profit 

and non-profit sector. The survey was online from February 28, 2013 to April 22, 2013. The 

qualitative data was analysed to validate and refine the initial model. 

 

Result 

Part one – an initial descriptive model of SFL 

The main findings of the focus groups and expert interviews were a reduction to six SF 

behavioural process categories (“Platform Building”, “Future Perfekt”, “Discovering What 

Works”, “Affirmation”, “Small Steps (Signs)”, and “Experiments”) and four supporting 

factors (“the rules of the organisation”, “the values of the Leader”, “the expectations of the 

stakeholders”, and “the team culture”) that foster SF Leadership. These results led to the 

following initial model idea: 

Par$cipants+of+the+Solu$on+Focused+Leadership+Survey+2013+

++ Overall+ Female+ Male+ Countries+ Europe+
North+
America+ Australia+ Asia+ Africa+ Leaders+ Coaches+

Started+ 57+ 30+ 27+ 15+ 41+ 8+ 2+ 5+ 1+ 52+ 5+
Completed+ 42+ 22+ 20+ 15+ 28+ 6+ 2+ 5+ 1+ 37+ 5+
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Figure 1. Initial model idea of SF Leadership after the focus groups and expert interviews 

 

The initial model displays SF Leadership behaviour as a process from “Platform 

Building”, “Future Perfect”, “Discovering What Works”, “Affirming”, “Small Steps (Signs)”, 

to “Experiments” and back to “Platform Building”. With “Platform Building” the participants 

often referred to activities that help employees to change their focus from a problem to a 

solution focused view. This was perceived as the first step towards developing a desired 

future (“Future Perfect”). Next steps in the process are “Discovering What Works” as a focus 

on what is already working in the current situation and “Affirming”, giving compliments. 

These two steps help to realize the signs that would tell that a progress is made and, thus, help 

to design the small next step (“Small Step (Signs)”). The four factors that were thought to 

support SF behaviour in the initial model were the rules of the organisation, the expectations 

of the stakeholders, the team culture, and the values of the Leader itself.  Furthermore, 20 

general behavioural items were detected (See Fig. 2). To validate and refine these model 

ideas, the Solution Focused Leadership Survey was conducted with 57 Leaders worldwide 

that use SF in their Leadership position. 
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Part two – validating and refining the descriptive model of SFL 

The success stories of the participants indicate on the one hand that SF can be very 

useful in various situations. Every day conversations with employees and other stakeholders, 

performance appraisals, project management, recruiting interviews, facilitating meetings, and 

evaluating past cooperation are only some examples. The vast majority of these portrayed 

situations cover one-to-one or group conversations. The main instruments used were, 

therefore not surprisingly, the different SF questions (e.g. about future perfect, what works 

well already, small next steps, etc.). These are also inherent in most tools that are used by the 

SF Leaders involved, e.g. scaling, diary of solutions, visualisation of the desired future, 

evaluation forms of what works, reflecting team, resource gossip, resourceful observations, 

miracle brainstorming, story telling, or peer-affirmation. 

 

What are the desired outcomes of SF Leadership? 

Despite the fact that SF Leaders seem to have a common understanding about the 

usefulness of SF questions, they seem to aim at different goals. Their desired outcomes can 

be divided into three categories: 

The aim to... 

• ...influence behaviour of others: e.g. more motivated, energetic, active and 

creative employees that take over more responsibility, people cooperating 

better, stakeholders acting differently, team members behaving more relaxed, 

employees that focus their energy on goals, etc. 

• ...get better results: e.g. more useful meetings, productive conversations, 

attained goals, better solutions, next steps, performance appraisals that make 

more sense, get better service from other departments, etc. 
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• ... feel better themselves: e.g. feel less pressure to „fix it all by myself“, carry 

the responsibility together and thus experience less stress, etc. 

 

What do SF Leaders do to reach them? 

The success stories as well as different statements of participants throughout the survey 

not only show that SF is used as a means, but also that these outcomes can be reached using 

SF in Leadership practice. Statements like “SF works, my employees are highly motivated, 

they are experts and they practice SF in their daily work - we are successful as a company 

and I think each of the employees succeed on their own.“ or „For me the SF way has given 

me a tool to handle all these demands in another way and that gives more energy and 

happiness in a very stressful day.“ illustrate this well. Through the inherent focus on what 

works and doing more of it, reaching these outcomes even seem to amplify SF Leadership 

behaviour.  

But what are the process steps and the behaviour that SF Leaders apply to reach these 

goals? The most often chosen step that works very well in SF Leadership was „Small Steps 

(Signs)“ (29 times), closely followed by „Affirming“ (25), „Discovering What Works“ (22), 

„Future Perfect“ (20), Platform Building“ and „Experiments“ (17). All of those process steps 

were highly relevant for the participants. Some of them were applied at a daily base, e.g. 

„Platform Building“, „Discovering What Works“, and „Affirming“. Some of them were only 

used from time to time, however mostly on a regular base, e.g. „Future Perfect“, „Small Steps 

(Signs)“, and „Experiments“.  While „Platform Building“ can be done in many different 

ways, e.g. by using success stories, focussing on strengths, integrating wishes and needs of 

employees, „Future Perfect“ is widely used in the same manner, mainly with questions 

focusing on the desired future situation, like the miracle question. „Discovering What Works“ 

and „Affirming“ seem to belong together for SF Leaders. The first step elaborates positive 
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feedback and the second communicates it. Both seem to inspire people, bring positive 

feedback loops to the process, and can serve as a motivational moment. „Small Steps (Signs)“ 

are perceived to help keep the process simple and running. They can serve again as a resource 

for positive feedback. Additionally with „Small Steps (Signs)“ the whole process can be 

observed and adapted more efficiently. „Experiments“ were mentioned to be useful to set the 

right attitude for learning processes. This way, outcomes seem to stay interesting and 

observable. 

In addition to asking SF questions and the mentioned process steps, all the 20 

behavioural items of Figure 2 were relevant in at least two or more success stories (indicated 

by the number and the size of the red circle): 

 

Figure 2. Behavioural items that played an important role in the success stories 
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„To create an atmosphere of trust“ and „to listen appreciatively and carefully“, were 

chosen 22 and 21 times, that means in more than 40 % of the success stories, to have played 

an important role to reach the above outcomes. While other elements can clearly be assigned 

to certain process steps – e.g. „celebrate success with my employees“ to „Discovering What 

Works“ and „Affirming“ – these two seem to be important as an overall behaviour. 

 

What supports SF Leaders to lead in a SF way? 

In SF Leadership not only the SF Leader is involved. There are also relevant actors, like 

superiors, employees, or HR that might influence SF Leadership. To focus on what’s already 

working, the survey aimed to find out what supports SF Leaders to lead in a SF way. Many 

statements to the initially in the focus groups and expert interviews derived four supporting 

factors – the values of the Leader, the team culture, the rules of the organisation, and the 

expectations of the stakeholders, mainly the superiors and the employees – showed that SF is 

much more about useful behaviour and interaction than about inner states or rigid structures.  

As this quote of one participant highlights, in SF practice we „say someone has a 

"value" when we see them acting consistently in a certain way.“ The values of the Leader as 

useful consistent behaviour, can be summarised as follows: Acting consistently with 

appreciation, clarity of and focus on goals, allowing for mistakes, creating an atmosphere of 

trust and an environment for everyone to be able to use their full potential, listening more 

than speaking, assuming good intentions and competence, recognising the resources of 

others, taking seriously the concerns, valuing diversity and different ideas. Or in other words, 

the values of the Leaders are perceived as ongoing SF behaviour. 

The team culture seems to be influenceable by SF Leaders. With „SF inside, the team 

culture can change to a SF culture“. Therefore, it is perceived as task of the leader to foster an 

open, communicative, collaborative, safe, tolerant, respectful and resourceful learning and 
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development atmosphere with an inherent drive to become better. „'Team culture' is a 

developing, dynamic and emerging phenomenon and therefore rather mirrors the existence or 

absence of SF“. Overall, SF should work for every team culture as indicated by this sample 

quote: „I think as leader you can work in SF way in any kind of team culture. (...) With teams 

which expect from leader direct orders and firm decisions you need more imagination, time 

and effort (...). Because SF methods often bring enjoyment (...) you will at the end win the 

game against these expectations.“  

Similar to the team culture, there also does not seem to be a need for special 

organisational rules. SF Leadership can work well in different organisational settings and 

cultures, from hierarchical to self-organising. „There are no rules that block me to lead in a 

SF way.“ „I can't think of any rule which would restrict me using SF.“ However, a dynamic 

and flexible environment seems to be a fertile soil. The rule that supports SF Leaders the 

most is a supportive behaviour of superiors, employees and/or other stakeholders like HR. It 

seems to help that these supporters as well as the Leaders foster cooperation, openness, 

honesty, respect, trust, and integrity through their conversations and actions. Other supporting 

elements that were mentioned are embedded in SF thinking, like the focus on change, the 

desired future and goals as well as appreciation, e.g. through continuous feed forward and 

letting the employees be responsible and experts for their work. SF Leadership and the 

supportive behaviour seem to mutually amplify each other. 

This supportive behaviour connects well with the findings of the fourth supporting 

factor, the expectations of superiors and employees that motivate SF Leaders to lead in a SF 

way. Expectations of superiors that support SF Leadership behaviour are to... 

• ...develop the potential of the employees 

• ...find easy, quick and cheap solutions 

• ...reach goals and deliver results 
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• ...improve relationships 

• ...walk the talk 

• ...be your best and help others to be their best 

• ...manage different situations well 

• ...create an environment of trust 

• ...be effective 

 

Even though the participants stressed that no specific team culture is needed, 

expectations of employees that fit the SF approach support SF Leadership as well. Vice versa 

SF Leadership seems to fit well to the expectations of today’s employees. Employees expect 

„to have an impact on how the company works, to be heard, to be able to contribute, to be 

involved in matters that will have impact on their working life, to be part of the continuous 

strive for operational excellence, work environment improvement, increased customer 

satisfaction.(...) The employees are eager for more opportunities to lead, to think strategically 

and to be more engaged in decision making.  SF is perfect for making much more of that 

happen.“ 

 

What aspects of the initial model and the 20 behavioural items can serve as valid 

descriptions of SF Leadership practice? 

Starting from the outside of the model – the supporting factors - to the inside – the 

Leadership behaviour, it became clear that for the participants the organisational rules can 

vary and that there is also not a specific team culture necessary. SF is possible in various 

settings with different circumstances. The rules and team culture that support SF Leaders are 

already „within“ the SF approach. The same counts for the values of the Leader, perceived as 

ongoing SF behaviour.  
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Looking at the process steps, on the one hand every single one seems to work well in 

SF Leadership practice. They all seem highly relevant. On the other hand, the success stories 

and statements of the participants showed that SF Leadership can’t be described as a linear 

process. There is no clear order in the steps. „Platform Building“, „Future Perfect“, 

„Discovering What Works“, „Affirmation“, „Small Steps (Signs)“, and „Experiments“ seem 

to be rather category names of useful Leadership behaviour than steps in a process. The 

success stories indicate that these categories neither need to be in a specific order, nor do they 

need to be applied together. The six categories also seem to be sufficient. All additional 

aspects that the participants mentioned can be assigned to one of the six categories, e.g. 

evaluation to „Discovering What Works“ or acknowledging of efforts to „Affirmation“. 

Several participants furthermore stressed that SF Leadership is more than just the 

behaviour of the Leader. More people are involved and it takes place in between, e.g. in 

between the Leader and the employees, the leader and the stakeholders, or in between 

employees. SF Leaders encourage employees, superiors, or other stakeholders to also show 

SF behaviour and foster SF interactions in between others too. These two quotes illustrate 

this well:  „I also encourage them to do it for each other. They grow faster this way“ and 

„Stimulate peer-affirmation. Recognize success not only by the boss, but also by your peers is 

important.“ 

Although some success stories contain interventions at one moment in time, e.g. scaling 

in a meeting like in the following example, „Therefore, I introduced a walking scale in the 

room. The window-side standing for the process is clear and very effective, the wall-side 

standing for the opposite of it. The people found their position and discussed with a partner, 

what is already clear and effective - I just collected the excellent comments. Then, they 

moved to where they want to be (...) and finally we focused on the next little step“,  SF 

Leadership seems to be more an ongoing consistent behaviour that can be applied to many 
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different aspects of everyday Leadership, illustrated by these examples: „In all our 

engagement we use SF approach, in planning, in meetings, and in our exchange of feedback“, 

„Being open to the power of SF in everyday interactions with each other.“  

Next to this, the 20 behavioural items all played an important role in the reported 

success stories. Even though some were mentioned more often than others, they all seem to 

be valid descriptions for what SF Leaders do. Furthermore, in 242 comments in addition to 

the behavioural items, the participants described that all of these items take place in 

interaction. 

 

Conclusions – a new descriptive model of SF Leadership. 

The findings show clearly that SF works well in different Leadership settings. It cannot 

only influence behaviour of people, but also be useful to reach better results and help to feel 

better as a Leader. SF Leadership can be described as ongoing interactional behaviour and, 

thus, as a style of Leadership with the focus on the six categories: „Platform Building“, 

„Future Perfect“, „Discovering What Works“, „Affirmation“, „Small Steps (Signs)“, and 

„Experiments“. Since all additional aspects that the participants mentioned, can be assigned 

to one of these six categories, with Ockham’s razor in mind (Keele, 2010), there is no need to 

add more categories.  

Nevertheless, the initial model of SF Leadership has to be changed: 

• SF Leadership cannot be described as a linear process.  

• The term SF Leadership behaviour can be sharpened to SF Leadership 

interaction. 

• The initial supporting factors „team culture“, „values of the leader“, and „rules 

of the organisation“ are already inherent in the SF Leadership interactions. 
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• The initial supporting factor „expectation of the stakeholders“ can be sharpened 

to supportive behaviour of the stakeholders. The two main stakeholders involved 

seem to be the employees and, where existent, the superiors. SF Leadership and 

the supportive behaviour of superiors, employees, and other stakeholders can 

mutually amplify each other. 

• The three desired outcome categories are inherent in the success stories. They 

can reciprocally amplify SF Leadership and should, therefore, be part of the 

model. 

These considerations lead to the following descriptive model of SF Leadership: 

 

Figure 3. Model of SF Leadership 

 

The model displays SF Leadership as an ongoing interactional behaviour with the focus 

on „Platform Building“, „Future Perfect“, „Discovering What Works“, „Affirming“, „Small 

Steps (Signs)“, and „Experiments“ in between Leaders, employees and stakeholders with the 
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aim to achieve better results, influence behaviour of others, and/or feel better. Supportive 

behaviour of superiors, employees and stakeholders as well as the desired outcomes amplify 

SF Leadership behaviour mutually. 

 

Discussion 

Since there has only little literature and almost no research been published about SF 

Leadership so far, I hope that his empirically derived model can help to clarify the term 

Solution Focused Leadership and to describe the working practice of SF Leaders in 

organisations better. With its clear implications to focus on useful SF interactions in between 

instead of a structured linear process, it can also guide further discourse about SF Leadership 

as interactional behaviour. Together with more detailed descriptions of the interactions, used 

tools and success stories within the six categories, this model might encourage SF Leaders to 

focus on useful SF interactions and to lead even more in a SF way. The simple structure gives 

non-SF Leaders a quick overview and might help get them engaged to try out aspects of SF 

Leadership. To use the full potential of this approach, the interactional view, the useful 

mutually amplified supportive behaviour of superiors, employees and other stakeholders, as 

well as the desired outcomes that interdepend strongly, emphasize to focus on the whole 

organisation to create a SF organisational culture – an ongoing interactional SF behaviour of 

all members of the organisation – with SF Leadership inside. SF Leadership can and should 

be seen as a new Leadership style that fits well in a dynamic demanding environment 

offering the potential of „bringing out the best“ and „cultivate everyone's greatness“ – SFL a 

promise for the future and ready for the next step!  
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